
My Parents called me Jamie Faye; I’m from the Cobat family 

And, Not wanting to waste any more of the courts time I have a statement 

if I may…. 


• judge I need to say this, it is my life, please allow me to speak my 

peace. 


*	 I, State that I, am here as a courtesy and by “Special Appearance” 

only, without waiver of any of my rights and I would like to place these 

facts upon the record, that… 


*	 I, am of sound Mind and Body and having good Mental Faculties. 


*	 I, am a women, a living soul, a daughter of God, I, am Sui Juris, I, am 

NOT the fictitious corporate entity, in all caps, That you call JAMIE FAYE 

COBAT, fraudulently created by this de facto government.


*	 I, am NOT a “PERSON”.  I am NOT, a “US CITIZEN”.  I, am NOT an 

EMPLOYEE of the STATE, UNITED STATES, UNITED NATIONS, or the 

DISTRICT of COLUMBIA.


*	 I, am NOT a Resident of the District of Columbia or any “districts” so 

claimed by “The Corporation” and/or any of it’s Zip Codes calling itself the 

“UNITED STATES” or any Appellation thereof.


*	 I, do NOT Pledge my Allegiance to any other than my GOD, for it is by 

his Grace alone, that I, shall live. 




*	 Therefore I, am NOT subject to its rules, codes, and statutes. 


*	 I, am NOT pro se, I, am Sui Juris. I, do NOT wish to seek or be forced 	

	 Counsel.


*	 I, Believe that I, am a living soul, that I, exist upon the LAND 

Jurisdiction given to all Mankind by GOD, as stated in Genesis, and that I, 

am NOT a subject of any other jurisdiction.


*	 I, have just recently learned of the Unlawful Conversion committed by 

the courts, the justice system, and those of perceived authority in this De 

Facto Government who have perpetrated a fraud and created a separate 

false fictional entity in “all Caps” named JAMIE FAYE COBAT, that is both 

Bonded and Insured. A Crime of Peonage.


*	 I, am quite aware that the UNITED STATES is a Foreign Entity, the 

STATE being a Foreign STATE, the Court being a Foreign Entity, and its 

Agents being Foreign Agents. A De Facto Government without any such 

De Jure Jurisdiction over those living souls that it did not create.


*	 Also Take Notice: That at no time from the initial contact to now, has 

anyone ever read me my Miranda Rights. 


*	 I, Claim that no crime by me exists as i, did not knowingly injure 

another soul. Therefore if the woman/man Calling herself/himself as so 

named the “UNITED STATES” shall come forward in her/his own flesh and 



body showing acceptable identification, and can point me out across the 

room identifying, I, as having done him/her some injury, I, shall make 

amends giving fair and just compensation to discharge this matter. 


*	 I, Believe Ms. Helen Cooper brought forth false charges on the behalf 

of an imaginary friend commonly known as Uncle Sam or the UNITED 

STATES.


Please Know That… 

*	 I, do NOT Consent to Your Motion for Judgement and Forfeiture. 


*	 I, do NOT Consent to Your sentencing offer and it is not excepted.


*	 I, do NOT Consent to any Presumptions or Assumptions or Hear-say.


• I, State that there was never any valid contracts, if there was it was 

under duress.


* There was no full and honest disclosure.


*	 Show me two wet ink signatures on the contract.


* I, do not consent to being used for surety for this case or in these 

proceedings.


* I, demand the bond be immediately brought froward, so I can see who 

will indemnify me if I, am damaged.


*	 I, state that I was not given a fair trial, I, had incompetent counsel. 




*	 I, did not have Jury of my peers, definition of which is people from my 

own neighborhood, who know my character and situation in life. 


(Blacks Law Dictionary)


* I, Believe, You have no authority over me.


*	 I, am quite aware of the Bid, Payment, and Performance Bonds, and 

the fraud associated therewith. As well as its “Net Retentions”. 


And, I, warn that the good and honest people of America are learning of 

this fraud as well. 


*	 I, Stated all as facts in my Affidavits, which were not challenged, point 

by point, so are now “as fact” and on the record for my appeal.


* I, was simply taking care of my son, the best way I, knew how. 


* if your decision is not to fully dismiss this. I, will now give NOTICE 

again that I, will be appealing and we all know the 9th district court has a 

very high conviction rate, but also a very high turn over rate on appeal.


*	 I, Demand after dismissal and release that all information of myself 

and any fictional entity fraudulently created in my similar name, be 

removed/stricken from the record, including all physical and intellectual 

property linking me to same.


*	 I, Demand that if you do not dismiss with extreme prejudice, that you 

provide me with a copy of the IRS form 1120, The judges Oath of Office 



and Both Public servant Bonds, and copy of all Agents registrations as 

Foreign Agents, for my review and for my appeal. 


*	 I, Demand you Dismiss this case and discharge this matter with 

extreme prejudice and award the penalties for the crimes to be paid to me 

in compensation and damages for bringing false charges and arrest 

against my soul. Plus a charge of $1. / per Minute or $1,440. / per day, 

from date of first indictment to date of my dismissal and release.


*	 I, Demand that if not promptly discharged, I, will be requiring leave of 

court and from false imprisonment, so that I, may bring forth an actual and 

proper verifiable CLAIM before the court to address these Trespasses 

against me in the proper venue against those individual souls responsible 

for these serious crimes.  i.e. Trespasses such as, Bringing False Charges, 

False Imprisonment, Unlawful Conversion, Barratry, Fraud, Unjust 

Enrichment, Involuntary Servitude/Slavery, Personage, Peonage, Press 

ganging, Defamation of Character, and others.


